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The query: "What is the Most Serious Problem for Civilization?" may clearly be 
answered by: it is the "Irrational Behaviour of the Collective [IBC] as expressed in 
Holocaust, War, Terrorism, & Destructive Technology", inevitably followed by: 

 
Can a Collective, or even mankind as a whole, behave like an individual neurotic? 
Can the Collective, therefore, compulsively repeat the defensive aggression built up against 
a heavy trauma experienced in the past & later repressed, when this collective is facing a 
crisis in the present, a crisis which today is not rationally analysed but subconsciously 
identified with the repressed excitation background? 
If the answer is YES, the processes of civilization could only be freed from IBC by 
releasing the traumatic excitation background from the shackles of repression. 

 
To continue (exactly as in the case of a neurotic individual), these questions call for an analysis 
(1) of human & natural history, & (2) of observed nature, resolving whether collectively 
universal teaching agrees with (a) logical & (b) matter-of-fact evidence. 

 

Result:  It is so absurdly easy to point out facts proving the repression of 
traumatic global catastrophic experiences that the immense exertions & 
expense invested by the collective in the attempts to escape the awareness of 
the truth are hardly credible: 

 & yet, any individual is quite able to observe how the entire wisdom system of 
the collective (the PRS-conglomerate including the Philosophies, the Religions, & 
the [exo- & esoteric] Sciences) are installed as a machinery with the single 
purpose of repressing logical & observed facts into hotchpotching theories. 

 It must not be ignored that the detection of the PRS-conglomerates generally irrational performance also includes 
"civilization problems" anticipated by corrupt theories such as about HIV/AIDS, or "man-made" global environment 
"dangers", even down to population "explosion" supposedly overtaxing achievable food production. 

 
 The 3 straightforward key proofs for hotchpotched physics & history are: 
 The Joshua Event  : proving that planets can encounter each other 
 The 2 Calendar Reforms CCR & GCR  : proving that earth movements in historical time 

were influenced by other celestial bodies 
& additionally the dinosaur extinction  : proving that gravitation is variable (because today 

the animals would simply be too heavy to move) 

RHNH = Reconstruction of Human & Natural History; cf (generally in German) www.paf.li/faqplus.htm.  
PRS(-conglomerate) = entirety of the collective wisdom systems, ie the Philosophies, Religions & [exo- & esoteric] Sciences; with its 
working CREDO ""What is OBSERVED is NOT to be PERCEIVED, & what is to be BELIEVED is NOT to be OBSERVED" 
LGJ = Last Great Jolt (the last one ending a series of catastrophes in the middle of the Trecento, caused by a repositioning of the 
earth); cf (generally in German) www.paf.li/lgr.htm. 
EVU = Electric Vortex Universe; cf (generally in German) www.paf.li/erkenntnisse.htm. 
GCR = Gregorian, CCR = Canopus Calendar Reform. 
CoR = Collective Repression; IBC = Irrational Behaviour of the Collective. 
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